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Take Me Down, To Circle Town 
A long time ago, in a land far away there was a country called Shapea. 
It was where all the shapes lived. In Shapea each shape lived in its own 
town. There was Square Town, Circle Valley and Triangle Village. All 
the squares lived in Square Town. All the circles lived in Circle Valley. 
All the triangles lived in Triangle Village. The shapes like to keep to 
themselves. The squares thought the circles were far too suspicious 
without any corners. The circles thought the triangles were quite 
snobby with only 3 points. The triangles thought the squares were 
very pompous with all those right angles.  

One day a circle was traveling on the road between Circle Valley and 
Square Town when it was attacked by a band of hostile shapes! They 
stole his pouch and left him dented and slightly oblong on the side of 
the road. The circle was cold and scared. Shortly after, a circle came 
rolling down the road. It looked at the crumpled circle laying in the 
dirt, crossed to the other side of the road and passed it by. Another 
circle came rolling by and saw the crumpled circle laying in the dirt. It 
looked around, afraid, then crossed to the other side of the road and 
continued on its way. Next, a triangle came trotting down the road. It 
saw the crumbled circle laying in the dirt. The triangle stooped down 
and scooped up the crumpled circle. The crumpled circle was afraid. 
The triangle carried the circle back to its house in Triangle Village and 
cared for the circle until it was well enough to go home.  

The crumpled circle was surprised! It didn't know that triangles could 
be so kind and caring. When the circle went back to Circle Valley it 
told everyone about the kindness of its new friend the triangle. Pretty 
soon triangles, squares and circles were all hanging out together. 
Instead of suspicion they showed each other love and compassion. 
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Shape Collage 

Think about people who are 
judged by their appearance. Have 
you seen any? Have you met any? 
How would you feel if someone 
judged you by your appearance?  

Read Luke 10:25-37. Jesus tells 
the story of the Good Samaritan. 
In this story Jesus reminds us that 
our neighbours are not only 
people who look, dress and act 
like we do but our neighbours are 
everyone around the globe. Even 
when we have different opinions 
Jesus tells us to show love and 
compassion to each other. That is 
how we can make the world a 
better place.  

This week make a collage to 
remind you to celebrate 
differences and show love. Use 
coloured paper to cut out shapes 
or use magazines to cut images. 
Use mod podge or glue to attach 
your images to paper or canvas. 

[Jesus said] “‘Which of these three, 
in your opinion, was the neighbour 
to the traveler who fell in with the 
robbers?’ The answer came, ‘The 
one who showed compassion.’ 
Jesus replied, ‘Then go and do the 
same.’” (Luke 10:36-37 TIB) 

Connecting 

Questions?  Concerns?  
Feedback?  Let me know!
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